Babushka Egg Mini Question # 3

A Third Temple Rebuilt?
Much theological confusion exists about this quote by Jesus, "…the abomination which makes desolate." (Daniel
12:11) To fulfill prophecy must there be a Temple in Jerusalem? My opinion is that Daniel's forecast describes two
identical apocalypse events 1000 years apart. It is linked to the First Mini-Resurrection for the Saints,
misunderstood by theologians, but can be projected by science to 1 Tishri 5777-5778 when the Hebrew calendar
is corrected 1.8 years. The First Resurrection is special, very small and by appointment only. A 1000 years later,
the Great Resurrection Judgment has everyone before the White Throne, no exceptions.
Consequently many Christian pastors became popular postulating metaphorical references now linked to a Third
Temple alleged to fulfill prophecy. As usual, they misunderstood many Bible citations like 2 Thess. 2 and ignored
1 Cor. 3:17, explaining when a previous Jewish Temple was destroyed (70 AD). They disregarded that the
curtain was split to unite God’s Holiness, which cannot be replaced. Consequently Ezekiel prophesied a memorial
building of a different structure described in Babushka egg Pearl #174.
Deception and delusion are more popular blinding most theologians to the reality that God’s Kingdom on earth is
totally different, never experienced before. It will not have a house for worship dedicated for Yeshua the King of
Kings, then visibly residing with Mankind. There is no need to build him a huge monster palace because He has
his own spaceship - Golden City - levitating or parked on earth! Perhaps a special building is needed to collect
embedded science knowledge of mankind like Enoch’s Pyramid. When Evil no longer is around with Satan
bound into the underworld prison, a totally different, divinely controlled civilization will begin, never experienced
before. Its architecture will reflect the cultures of seventy (70) new nations.
Most expert theologians still theorize by splitting Greek words of various interpretations not matching reality.
Perhaps could be better educated investigating it with true science. When a Bible horizon is turned like a
kaleidoscope presenting colorful Babushka egg concepts pattern will gain logical ideas, thus encoded many
mystery paradoxes blind theologians will never comprehend denying exposed Truth now on YouTube.
Why is a Third Temple not required? (Reformatted for faster reading: Pearl #247)
http://www.cogwriter.com/jewishtemple.htm
A twofold division of an old temple design does no longer exist because the curtain was rent forever by Yeshua's
atonement and resurrection. Thus a future Ezekiel Temple has another purpose and is much larger, raised tectonic
to a high mountain. The design is not even a cube but rather will match an Enoch Great Pyramid in Gaza-Egypt to
contain embedded science. But the biggest argument against where is the true location of a future Ezekiel Temple
is not possible for logical reason. Scripture revealed that Jerusalem will be totally destroyed by an asteroid,
exploding 100 pounds stones raining from the sky, gigantic earthquakes over ten (10) Richter scale, leaving a past
civilization totally in rubble - evil in God’s sight. Nothing will be recognized when islands disappear globally and
some are raised to high mountains causing worldwide change.
Check a coming asteroid Dactyl orbiting around another mother rock Ida. That event will tectonic raise Jerusalem
dislocated and split into a wide valley, some portion prophesied is raised to build on top a Pyramid structure to
contain a library again of collected historic facts across 4300 years with embedded science. It is duplicating Enoch
first Pyramid design in Gaza Egypt. But notice scripture mentioned under the raised foundation has two springs
bubbling forth turning into two mighty rivers. One side is filling up the deepest Salt-sea hole on earth now with
abundant fish and life restored. Read some prophecy from a science perspective collected free in in a number of
science research Babushka Egg Pearls. (Pearl #172)
God’s final Plan for Mankind was dated by Yeshua, the King of Kings (Pearl #276) to start his prophesied
kingdom on earth with a corrected Hebrew paradox calendar. A problem reference in Rev. 11:1-2 is disputed
everywhere not delineating the location. There is a temple in the heavenly Heh-dimension the other Earth Daleth
dimension, each has different clock and purpose, as time in heaven is seen through the eyes by the Apostle John
thus could be relative. A traveling Golden City was revealed in Rev. 21:22, which has no Temple as the heaven
the Heh dimension has only a temporal Tabernacle shown to Moses to be replicated on earth to reflect God’s
Holiness. However, for a structure to last 1000 years on earth, it should copy Enoch’s temple pattern, now identical
to Ezekiel’s design, which has a different purpose. Perhaps it has divine knowledge embedded like the stone tables
of the Ten Commandments given to mankind with golden artifacts found in the rubble, to astrological information
and much more recently discovered seen on YouTube videos. Much deception and lies are taught in atheistic
universities dependent on obscene grants from the psychopath Illuminati NYC world bankers worshiping Lucifer,
who wants to destroy this earth to prevent God’s Kingdom from arriving. Divine information is still accessed on a
free Web, now highlighting prophecy events to widen Babushka egg knowledge horizons with logic to prove
Torah-Bible’s pre-recorded history about what will happen. Only the Saints will be invited with very few mortal
survivors after 1 Tishri 5778 (2017).
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